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John Malanca: Hi, this is John Malanca with The Sacred Plant: Healing Secrets Experienced Interview Series. Today's interview series is number 3, with Don Adams, and the title is “How Don Adams Beat Cancer.” I just want to introduce Don. Thank you for being here today, one, and beating cancer. I'd love to hear more about what you have to say. I know you were in our Season 1 of the webinar series, so it's good it finally meet you. I wasn't able to meet you on that first round. Ladies and gentlemen, Don Adams.

Don Adams: Hi.

Don Adams: 75 years old and living in South Corona. Retired. Did many jobs. Most fun I had was being an actor or working in production, and also had rock and roll bands back in the 50s and 60s. Had the opportunities to play with Willie Nelson, George Jones, Kitty Wells, Dolly Parton when she was about 16 and...

John Malanca: All legends.

Don Adams: All legends, yeah.

John Malanca: Yeah.

Don Adams: Yeah. Anyhow, I could go on with that but, no, this is about other things so... but that's about me.

John Malanca: How you were thrown into a lot of patients that we work with. Again, having you on, we have a lot of medical experts that we brought on in the first episode or first series of The Sacred Plant. We have a lot of patients that said, "We'd love to hear your patient stories." That's why we thought it would be a perfect match, having someone from our first season come on and join us for this interview series and who was a patient.

John Malanca: Thanks for sharing your story. Describe some of your onset and what your symptoms were and made you even consider medical cannabis, or The Sacred Plant, as an option.

Don Adams: Sure. Well, I had this lump starting to come up on my neck, and I didn't know what it was. The older you get the more crazy stuff seems to happen to you anyhow. This all was in the process of while I was moving, getting ready to move out here. After I was
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here for, I don't know, three, four months, it just kept getting bigger. I'm like, "you know, there's something going on here." Went to the doctor. Doctor says, "You know, I think we need to do a biopsy on this." I said, "Well, yeah." The biopsy came back positive for cancer.

John Malanca: Oh no.
Don Adams: This is...
John Malanca: No one likes to hear that.
Don Adams: No. No. Literally was just beside myself. Came home. I couldn't sleep. I'm sitting in the chair and I'm just going, "Shit, I'm going to die. This is not what I wanted at all."

John Malanca: How old are you when you got this news?
Don Adams: Well, I'm 75 now, and so it was like six years ago.
John Malanca: Oh, boy.
Don Adams: Yeah.
John Malanca: What was the diagnosis? You had a lump on here, what was it?
Don Adams: Yeah. Well, they didn't know because what they have found is that these cancers come up on lymph nodes, and all it is, is like a little click going off and your body saying, "Hey, something is going on some place." There's all these different lymph nodes that tell the doctors different things. This particular lymph node, they said, was due to a virus. It was some place in your body, but the lymph node is what's coming up. Says, "We need to go down your throat with a camera and a robot and check it out." So I said, "Okay."

Don Adams: That was what I was told. As I said, I came home that night, and I'm just terrible, terrible. Turn on the TV, and I'm just channel surfing. I can't remember now the name of the program, but it was put on by this Dr. Frankel, and it had to do with the powers of CBD and across the screen it says, "Kills cancer."

Don Adams: I went, "What?!" Well, I came out of that feeling so bad to going, “It's school time! What is this?” Anyhow, I watched the program.
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The next day I called a doctor, went to him and got a license, and then I said, "Where can I get CBD?" Anyhow, I'm checking it out and I find a place in West Hollywood. I go there and they have these little tincture bottles.

John Malanca: Yeah.

Don Adams: Not cheap. $100 and I went, "Hey, you know, I don't care. At this point, it doesn't matter." Get it. Come back and I'm spraying it, and I'm rubbing it on my neck, and about a week later, gosh, it seems like it's going down, so I just keep taking it. Meanwhile, doctors, surgeries and all of that have been set up. So the day that they're going for this exploratory surgery, the doctor comes in and he looks at me and he comes over and he feels my neck. He says, "I'm going to ask you a very serious question, and I want a serious answer."

Don Adams: He says, "Are you a twin?" I said, "What?" He says, "Yeah. Are you a twin? Because there is nothing on your neck, and I need to know because we're not going to do this procedure." I said, "No. I'm not a twin, but I have been using CBD, and it has killed this lymph node problem." He says, "You know, I've heard of this, and whatever you want to do is fine with me, but I do want to go down and see what's going on in your mouth, throat, whatever." So I go through the procedure. They do a biopsy on a portion of the base of my tongue, and it turns out to be cancer.

Don Adams: They don't even wake me up, they just take it out, which is fine with me. The report is that the margins are narrow, so that means that it could come back, and it's up to me to continue with the CBD, which I did. I still have it. I still use it, but I also agreed with the doctor. He says, "I don't want to see you coming back in a year and a half with this thing spread and now we can't do anything, so I want you to do chemo and I want you to do radiation." I said, "Okay. Let's do it," and I did.

Don Adams: The outcome was after three years if you're clear, you go from a six month... or three months to six months, and after four or five years you go up to a year before they do any more scans.

John Malanca: Back to your sublingual tincture that you were using, what formulation? Because a lot of... some THC is needed, as CBD is wonderful, but it is needed with... We have the entourage effect.
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John Malanca: What formulation were you using? It had to be some THC in there because THC has been proven to kill cancer cells while CBD stops its spread. A formulation and a combination of the two.

Don Adams: Right.

John Malanca: I don't want people... because a lot of people have been misinformed about pure CBD, CBD, CBD, CBD is a good portion of the medical cannabis plant, while THC is recreational and the bad part. Without THC, in my opinion, you're not going to be able to successfully battle a lot of cancers. Can you touch upon that?

Don Adams: Yeah.

John Malanca: Because it had to have some THC in there, correct?

Don Adams: Yes. Yes. You can get it in different formulas, and I got it in the formula that was the highest of the CBD and the lowest of the THC, but I feel that what the THC does, it acts as a... the word ... CBD jumps on a bus made of THC, and you can't get it done unless you jump on the bus.

John Malanca: That's a great visual there too, so I'll take that. Again, because a lot of people think and a lot of families that are in legal or illegal states are afraid when they get a diagnosis just like you did.

Don Adams: Yeah.

John Malanca: The first thing they do is either jump on the internet or talk to a friend, and a lot of them will just say, "I'm going to run down and grab some CBD." It doesn't matter if it's down at Whole Foods, which is not what you're looking for. They're grabbing anything they can find. Hemp oil with CBD. What you had was cannabis CBD with some THC also in the formulations with that. Prior to using medical cannabis with the sublingual tincture for your diagnosis, when you were talking to your doctor did you do any other treatments at all prior to that, or was the first thing you came home and you saw the sign?

John Malanca: I'm a big believer of signs, and a lot of our followers that I've spoken to over this journey have shared that they have found us through a sign. Can you share some of that? Again, what I was asking is did you try anything else prior to The Sacred Plant and medical cannabis, prior to doing chemo and radiation?
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Don Adams: No. No. In fact, it was for me such a miracle that I come home on the day that I'm diagnosed feeling absolutely at the worst I could possibly feel, and at 12:30, 1 o'clock in the morning, I'm jumping for joy. There's an answer! There's an answer, and so immediately I called Dr. Frankel and told him that I wanted to be a part of anything to get the word out.

John Malanca: That was about six years ago.

Don Adams: Yeah.

John Malanca: As you mentioned the name CBD really hadn't hit the public yet.

Don Adams: No. No. No.

John Malanca: When we got involved with this with my father-in-law back in 2011 no one had heard of it. We were just trying medical cannabis for him. We used it as... really didn't know the true medical benefits of it then. We knew that it did increase appetite stimulation. We found a study that showed 40% of cancer patients pass of malnutrition before cancer takes the patient, and so we were looking for him to get out of his wasting syndrome, and, like you, we were very fortunate with the formulation that we found. It's not a one-size-fits-all we're finding out.

John Malanca: We've seen other patients that had the same that my father-in-law have, have different formulations with success. What was the actual diagnosis that you went through? Was it throat cancer? What was it?

Don Adams: It was base of the tongue.

John Malanca: Base of the tongue. It...

Don Adams: Yes. Actually the same thing that Michael Douglas went through.

John Malanca: Yeah. Yeah. Michael or Kirk?

Don Adams: No, Michael.

John Malanca: It might have been Michael. Michael.

Don Adams: No, it was Michael.
John Malanca: Can I ask you a personal question, too?

Don Adams: Sure.

John Malanca: Were you ever a cigarette smoker?

Don Adams: Yes, I was.

John Malanca: Yeah, because my uncle is going through this right now, and, he was, but hadn't smoked cigarettes in 30 years. He's going through the exact same thing that you went through. They have removed portions of his tongue as well. I'm happy to share that he is doing well right now as well.

Don Adams: I also found out from another doctor and he said that another issue is Agent Orange. They're finding that Agent Orange causes this virus, a hepa virus and I was exposed to it being a vet in Guam working on B-52s. They used it to kill weeds, but they won't acknowledge it. They had 123s that spread it all over. They came in and, from time to time, we were at those airplanes so we were exposed to it and we never really knew.

John Malanca: That you were exposed to something.

Don Adams: Yeah. Yeah.

John Malanca: Yeah.

Don Adams: We knew it was Agent Orange, but, yeah, what is that? That kills plants. Well, hello?

John Malanca: Just like DDT. I remember my dad grew up down in the Central Valley and then, when they were kids down in the farming area, the crop duster would come by and my dad said as kids they’d just run behind the plant...

Don Adams: Run after it. Yeah.

John Malanca: Thinking, “Look at this cloud of smoke. How fun is this?” you know?

Don Adams: Yeah.

John Malanca: Little do you know the repercussions of that. Let me back up a little bit.
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Don Adams: Sure.

John Malanca: You being brand new, you see the sign, and, not to promote Dr. Frankel, but he was on our show, not only in the docuseries, but he was also in our interview series a few weeks ago. He's a very knowledgeable man and doctor, so I always love working with him. Can you, for our listeners that... well, one, just like my father-in-law and you, you were very fortunate six years ago that you happen to live in a legal state.

Don Adams: Yeah. Yeah.

John Malanca: Share with me, what if you, six years... Let's rewind that day that you went to the doctor and you got the diagnosis that it was cancer and you did not live in a legal state. Not being able to see that TV commercial that would have popped up, and I didn't realize he did a TV commercial back then.

Don Adams: Yeah.

John Malanca: Share with us...

Don Adams: All right.

John Malanca: What that means to you that you happen to live in a legal state.

Don Adams: Yeah. Well, what took place watching this process on this documentary with him, he was going back to states of peoples with children with epilepsy. There was nothing they could do in their state. You know what they did? They moved!

John Malanca: Yeah.

Don Adams: You know what I would have done? I would have moved!

John Malanca: Yeah. Yeah, but it wasn't talked about in a lot of these states, too, until recently.

Don Adams: Yeah.

John Malanca: Still there's a big stigma and especially in a lot of these states that still today don't accept medical cannabis as an alternative medicine. Some of them have a CBD-only law, which I don't think benefits...
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Don Adams: Anybody. No. You've got to have the...

John Malanca: The patients.

Don Adams: You've got to have the bus.

John Malanca: You've got to have the bus, the THC, like you were saying, especially for cancer patients.

Don Adams: Absolutely.

John Malanca: Can you describe... and we'll be... with our upcoming season coming up here that we're about to start filming, as well, or that we're filming, we are going to do a day-by-day walkthrough with a patient of leaving their doctor, getting the diagnosis, trying to find...

Don Adams: That's tough.

John Malanca: A medical professional and asking the doctor. Can you describe was your process was like? Did you call Dr. Frankel? Was there another doctor that you met with? Then walking through, can you walk us through what that was like becoming a legal cannabis patient here in the state of California?

Don Adams: Well, basically everything was happening at once.

John Malanca: Yeah.

Don Adams: The first thing I did was find the closest place, doctor, that I could get the letter.

John Malanca: Yeah.

Don Adams: The next thing was to research. I did this for like two or three days. I then got the ticket, got the CBD, called Dr. Frankel. That's kind of how it went.

John Malanca: So you did it backwards. You didn't meet with the doctor.

Don Adams: No.

John Malanca: Since it's not a one-size-fits-all.

Don Adams: No.
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John Malanca: Because what we always recommend is patients meeting with the doctor and doing it that way. Literally taking the guesswork out and getting the right doses, the right formulation, the right protocols because of that. When you went down to... you got your recommendation. You went down to a dispensary here in California. Were they helpful? Did they walk you through what the right formulation should be or did you say, "I'll take that one"?

Don Adams: No. They told me that there was several different types. I told them what the problem was, that I had cancer base of the tongue. The manager was there or the owner was there that day. He said, "Well, you know, we're having a lot of good luck with this." It's like 96% CBD with just a push of the THC. In fact, I have the bottle if you want to see it, but I have to go get it.

John Malanca: Dig it up, huh?

Don Adams: Yeah. I know right where it's at. It's in the bathroom.


Don Adams: One of the other things that I also have found, I'm a golfer, and I wear a hat all the time out there, and my skin is olive type so it just tans, but, from time to time, as I've grown older I've noticed little things that come up on your skin. I don't know what they are, but I've thought, "Hey, throw some CBD on it." I gave it a little spray, a couple of days it's gone.

John Malanca: Yeah.

Don Adams: You know, another thing that is just so powerful, and that is a cactus, aloe. I was in a car accident where the bag went off and it just ripped my skin from... it hit the watch and just took it off, clear up to here. Patch about this wide.

John Malanca: From the airbag.

Don Adams: From the airbag. I had used aloe plants before. A friend of mine, he was working on a boat and the engine was running and a guy came by, created a wake, he lost his balance and boom! He put his hand and arm right on the manifold. When he jerked it back, same thing. All the skin was gone. He had an aloe plant at the house. I went from the accident to a florist where I knew they had the aloe plant,
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and I was making poultices out of. Shaving it down and just kept doing it and doing it.

Don Adams: Took me about two and a half, three hours to see a doctor. He says to me, "Okay, use these salves and come back in 10 days and we will schedule you for skin grafts." I said, "Okay." I go home that afternoon and I do this and I do it every day. Ten days later you can't tell the difference. So I go back to him and he says, "Well, let me see." He goes, "Let me look at the chart."

John Malanca: They're back at asking you, "Do you have a twin?"

Don Adams: I have a twin. Yeah.

John Malanca: Will the real Don Adams, not the “Get Smart” Don Adams, come back? You must get that one all the time, too, huh?

Don Adams: Oh, God, yeah.

John Malanca: Anyway, didn't mean to cut off your story there, but back to the...

Don Adams: That's okay.

John Malanca: I've always been... I grew up around plant medicines but I'm a big fan of aloe. That was something that my grandmother, if we ever burnt ourselves, she'd walk out to the garden, snap it off, and rub it on you.

Don Adams: There you go. Yes.

John Malanca: Even with a sunburn. Corinne had... years ago had a mole that she had burnt off and I forget where it was now, but I think it was somewhere around here. She had it frozen off from the dermatologist, and it came back bigger. She went back and she said, "I can't believe this." We said, "Tell you what, let's try some cannabis." We used the same oil that we use for her father, borrowed some of the oil from him and it was a four to one ratio. Four parts THC, one part CBD, and I do have the pictures still. Actually, it was on the top of her forearm.

John Malanca: We started putting it on and within a couple of days it turned black, it lifted, and then I used to pack it every night with that and we'd keep a Band-Aid on it. She would wear a Band-Aid because she was like, "God, how gross is this?" Anyway, it fell off and she would do the same comparison. That brought back a memory when you
just showed your arm. It came back or it fell off and it is crystal clear on both arms. This was probably about six, seven years ago. We went back to the dermatologist.

John Malanca: Actually, we were having brunch one morning, and to the left of us was the dermatologist and her daughter having breakfast. We said hi and Corinne said, "I've got to show you this." We showed and she just said, "Oh, me, God darn." She said, "How can I do it?" We started educating her on medical cannabis as a topical. I'm at that point, too. You said in age, different spots are coming up so I have a little freckle that's coming here on one of the back of my arm so I'm sitting here listening to you going, "I need to get that oil and get some little Band-Aids and stick them on and do that."

John Malanca: I have seen that quite a bit. I've seen that quite a bit with patients doing that. With your medication, I know earlier you mentioned it was a tincture. Is that the only thing you're using?

Don Adams: Yeah.

John Malanca: Are you using it as preventative measures now?

Don Adams: Yes. Yeah.

John Malanca: Are you completely clear?

Don Adams: Yeah. Well, I keep that bottle, and I have added to it. I keep it because I get them from time to time.

John Malanca: Okay.

Don Adams: I just keep it like I would any other medication in the bathroom, and, if something comes up, it's either going to be aloe or CBD.

John Malanca: Or a little cannabis for you on there too.

Don Adams: I've even done both just to see what happens.

John Malanca: Is it helping your golf game?

Don Adams: Nothing helps a golf game.

John Malanca: You never know, you know? Just, I had to ask. I had to ask. When you used the cannabis product and you had some quick results right away. I know my father-in-law had results within 24 hours, but
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it was more for appetite stimulation. After the eight days he was off his oxygen, and we were saying, "Hey, don't get too cocky on us here." This is one thing that when you're thrown into a diagnosis like you were, and he was, boy, you really turn to panic education mode is what Corinne and I were in.

Don Adams: Yeah.

John Malanca: I came across a study, or, I should say, Corinne and I came across a study that showed canned asparagus, where that came from I don't have a bloody clue. Not farmer's market asparagus, not Whole Foods or organic but we found a study that showed... I don't even know if it was a study. We found an article that said canned asparagus. I went into my father-in-law's, into the room, and I said, "Do you like asparagus?" He goes, "Why?" I said, "Because you're going to start eating it."

John Malanca: For the first three months every meal we made sure that he had some canned asparagus, canned asparagus. At that point I think same thing with you, if someone would have said, "Hey, eat the sole of a shoe or a tire iron," you would have eaten it.

Don Adams: Yeah.

John Malanca: That's where we were. We did not know the medical benefits then. We were just, like you said, there's days you try aloe vera and cannabis. We were trying, looking for hope. I never want to give anybody any false information that cannabis is the golden ticket and take it and you're saved.

Don Adams: No. No, not at all.

John Malanca: It helps. It helps in appetite stimulation. It helps in mood. Helps with pain and medication. In a lot of cases it does help battling such diseases as cancer, as serious as cancer. I'm happy that you're here as well. Don, you're alive and doing well and awesome to see that. What is your current prognosis here?

Don Adams: Went through my last scan here about three months ago and clean. Everything is clean!

John Malanca: Wonderful. How often are you wanting to go back? Or do they make you go back every six months, every year or are you wanting to go back sooner or what's...
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Don Adams: Now, I got to be for a year, and now it's like, “Don't need to see you anymore. Just check in with your doctor.”

John Malanca: I love it.

Don Adams: They'll send me a report.

John Malanca: Good. Is your doctor... and I'm assuming you're not talking about Dr. Frankel.

Don Adams: No.

John Malanca: Is your doctor... does he or she use medical cannabis in their practice now or are they more open to medical cannabis, you being a success story for him that he could share with other patients?

Don Adams: You know, I don't know that. I know that they've... whatever works is fine with them.

John Malanca: Yeah.

Don Adams: They're not against it.

John Malanca: Yeah, because we're running into that still to this day.

Don Adams: Yeah.

John Malanca: Seven-plus years later with Stan's doctor. They still call him the miracle man. They've shared with my mother-in-law. I think he just had his 10th scan a couple of months ago and they've all, knock on wood, have come back with no evidence of recurrent disease. Still to this day they... actually, the last scan I should say, they said to my mother-in-law, "Continue with your research." She looked at him and said, "Research?" He goes, "Yeah." She goes, "You mean cannabis?" He goes, "Yes." She says, "Don't worry. We are not stopping that." I know that you're a believer in The Sacred Plant and medical cannabis and so do you hold your success and your early prognosis with this and using medical cannabis? Success as to why you're still here today?

Don Adams: Absolutely.

John Malanca: Yeah?
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Don Adams: Yes. Absolutely. The doctor that I had was at Loma Linda, and, of course, that's a teaching hospital and now he has since gone to Kaiser. I don't know where, but he's at Kaiser. He's very, very much aware and was not against it whatsoever. His comment was, "We're finding out so much today, and it changes daily."

John Malanca: That's why education is so important, and I'm certain with your journey, not only have you educated your local peers, but your story must have gotten out from you sharing with your... like a ripple effect. You're talking about THC on the bus. I look at it as a ripple effect throwing a pebble in a pond and you see the ripples go out further and further and further and further. That's a big thing. Sharing that with your friends and family and your doctors, I mean we get a lot of calls. Like Stan's doctor was Kaiser as well, so it's funny, they've never publicly... I say...

Don Adams: No. They're not going to.

John Malanca: We get a lot of referrals from Kaiser.

Don Adams: Oh, that's... wow!

John Malanca: We get a lot of referral, and I like it that there are a lot of doctors out there that work for institutions that don't promote medical cannabis, but these doctors are open to other modalities, because they did take an oath, to give the best medical advice and message for their patient. We've had a lot of doctors that work for big cancer centers, I won't mention the names, that have called us and said, "Help! I made a promise to this family that I would research medical cannabis. What can you share with me?"

John Malanca: I love it that they're open-minded even though their facility is not. Let me ask you back because cannabis doesn't work for everybody and a lot of people take too much, take too little. I'm a fan of microdosing, but, again, it's not a one-size-fits-all. Did you ever have any unwanted side effects? Was there anything that... anxiety kept you up? You slept too much? You ate too much?

Don Adams: No.

John Malanca: Nothing like that?

Don Adams: No. No. Not at all.
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Don Adams: It just did its job, and it was like there was no pain. I never had any pain.

John Malanca: Good.

Don Adams: It wasn't that kind of a situation for this experience. It just works.

John Malanca: Good. Are you using it as a daily medicine or vitamin today for prevention?

Don Adams: No. No.

John Malanca: You're not continuing on with medical cannabis.

Don Adams: No. I've used it very, very sparingly.

John Malanca: Gotcha. Gotcha. I think you should keep it in your system. That's just me. I can't give you any medical advice and so...

Don Adams: Well, I can see where that would be beneficial. Yes.

John Malanca: Yeah. Can you share any other... have you heard of any other stories from you sharing your personal journey with any of your friends?

Don Adams: Yes.

John Malanca: I'm certain others have followed you on this path.

Don Adams: Yes.

John Malanca: Are they finding any success with this?

Don Adams: I have lots of new friends here at the...

John Malanca: I bet.

Don Adams: We're all the same. It's like being in high school again.

John Malanca: Yeah.
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Don Adams: It’s craziness. Anyhow, they had heard... actually, someone here saw the video with me, and the word gets out bada boom!

John Malanca: Totally.

Don Adams: I get a call from a person saying, "You know, is it really working?" I said, "Yeah, it works."

John Malanca: I know you live in a... like you said in high school. The retirement community down there. I’m very familiar with your location. It’s beautiful down there. We...

Don Adams: Come play golf.

John Malanca: Love to do it. Corinne and I, over the years, have spoken in many retirement communities for education. Do you have a medical cannabis group at your location?

Don Adams: No, we do not. No.

John Malanca: A lot of them do.

Don Adams: Oh, really?

John Malanca: A lot of them do, and so I think it’s another great way to get education in there and...

Don Adams: Well, maybe what we should do is have you come and do a presentation.

John Malanca: I would be honored. I would be honored. Just to go through the cannabis 101, and myths, and any questions. One question I always asked is how many people think the only way that you can consume medical cannabis is via smoking? When we first started doing this with them about seven years ago, you would have about 80% of the room that would raise their hand thinking the only way to consume medical cannabis was smoking. I would say no and I’d share the topicals, the tinctures, the sprays, the vaporization, and their eyes lit up.

John Malanca: I remember this one woman said, "You know, I have lung cancer, and I can’t do it because of smoking." When I shared the story about my father-in-law, her eyes welled up with tears.
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Don Adams: Sure.

John Malanca: We go in there and just educate. It's not there to promote products. It's not promoting, but it's just showing that there are other options out there besides...

Don Adams: The concepts.

John Malanca: The concepts, exactly. I'm a big fan of education, and, again, the trickling of the waves in the pond. Getting it out there. Someone saw you on our docuseries, and what happened? You're spreading the word, and you spread the word to your six friends, and I'm certain they've shared it with their family and their loved ones and vice versa.

Don Adams: Yeah.

John Malanca: I'm a big fan of education and getting the right education information out there for families and patients alike. Anyway, I really appreciate your time. Do you have any closing words you'd like to share with our guests?

Don Adams: Just this - we are so blessed to live at a time when all this new information is being available, and how we can strive to help others, and that it's not a derogatory term. It's been misled for generations and it's time now that the rest of the world knows, sees, experiences, uses, and helps themselves and others to be healthy.

John Malanca: Amen. I appreciate you...

Don Adams: Thank you.

John Malanca: I appreciate you sharing that as well. Again, this is John Malanca with The Sacred Plant, and that about wraps it up for another episode in our ongoing Sacred Plant Experience Interview Series. From everyone here at The Sacred Plant, I want to thank Don for taking the time to share your experience.

Don Adams: You're welcome.

John Malanca: I really appreciate.

Don Adams: Glad to do it.
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John Malanca: Glad you're available, and glad you're alive and still smiling. I also want to thank you all for joining us. Thank you for your participation. Thank you for your support in our mission, and without you none of this would be possible, so I want to thank you for helping and making such an impact. If you're new to our message please consider visiting thesacredplant.com to watch our acclaimed docuseries and support our mission. Again, this is John Malanca with The Sacred Plant: Healing Secrets Experienced Interview Series. We look forward to seeing you soon.